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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a method for determining 
radionuclide inventories in filters using measurements 
of radiation fields that determine photon dose rates and 
photon-plus-electron dose rates between filter banla. 
The mathematical approach quantifies the curie 
inventories of filter banks by using the measured dose 
rates and the calculated Green’s functions involving 
detector responses per unit source. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

B Plant, owned by the U.S. Department of Energy 
and located at the Hanford Site near Richland, 
Washington, is a 49-year-old canyon facility that has 
been used for processing radioactive materials. 
Radioactive dust within the plant is transported by the 
ventilation system to an array of high-efficiency 
particulate air filters. Three of the five filter banks (A- 
, B-, and C-cells) were retired in place; one @-cell) 
remains active; and one (E-cell) is in reserve. The 
retired filters probably contain significant amounts of 
-Sr and 137Cs. The ongoing cleanout and stabilization 
program requires dose-rate measurements inside the 
filter cells and inventory quantification. lntexpretation 
of these measurements needs to separate the individual 
dose-rate contributions of “Sr and 137Cs. 

The calculational model used in the preliminary 
study included gamma rays, beta particles, and 
bremsstrahlung under the assumption of uniform 
distribution of radioactivity on each filter bank. For the 

assumed filter compositions, it was concluded that (1) it 
is possible to quantify the beta ray 
gamma ray C37Cs/137”Ba) inventories on the filters if 
appropriate measurements of the beta ray and gamma 
ray fields in the cells are made, (2) the measurements 
must separate the intensity of the beta-ray and gamma- 
ray fields and be made with detectors whose energy- 
dependent response is known or can be calculated, 
(3) the filter and cell geometry can be modeled in 
sufficient detail using a Monte Carlo code to treat 
rigorously the transport of the beta rays and the gamma 
rays fiom the filters to the detectors, (4) the prelimbuy 
calculations indicate that the contributions of secondary 
beta rays and gamma rays will not introduce significant 
uncertainty into the calculated inventories, and (5) the 
major source of uncertainty in determining the filter 
inventories will be the uncertainty in the density of the 
filters. 

and 

The as-built filter-bank design details of the A-cell 
were included in a Monte Carlo N-particle (MCNP) 
calculational model.’ Because the simulation of electron 
and photon transport is very computer intensive, 
significant effort was also devoted to improving particle 
(especially electron) random-walk efficiencies. This 
included a code modification to optimize the selection 
of the direction-of-flight of the source electrons. 

A schematic drawing (Figure 1) shows the entire 
B-Plant exhaust system arrangement. The calculational 
model of the A-cell filter bank is shown in Figure 2 
(the SABRINA* code was used to obtain this three- 
dimensional view). 
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II. DISCUSSION also distribution of electron energiw up to the 
maximum betadecay energy 6. 

This analysis uses Green's functions to relate 
measurements to inventory through a reverse 
mathematical process. Unit strength for each particle 
type in each filter bank is applied in separate MCNP 
calculations to construct a matrix that represents basic 
source-todetector characteristics; i.e., Green's 
function. The inverse of this probability matrix is a 
systemdependent unit-source function. This unit- 
source function, in combination with the measured dose 
rate, can be used to determine the curie inventories of 
the filter banks. 

A. Mathematics 

Green's function is a solution of the transport 
equations for a unit isotropic source in each energy- 
spatial source bin.' The following notations are 
defined: D represents measured dose rates; C represents 
curie inventory; the index i refers to filters, the index j 
refers to detectors, and the index k refers to particles 
(or indirectly isotopes). A relevant equation for the 
particle (photon or electron) dose rates can be described 
as 

DS = xi Gkij x Cki (1) 

where Gkij is the calculated dose rate at detector point j 
from a one curie source of particle k within filter 
bank i. The combination of the calculated Green's 
function and the measured dose rates at the detectors 
enables an evaluation of the inventories using an inverse 
solution for the Cki. 

B. Physics 

The long-lived parent 137Cs (30.17 year half-life) 
decays by negative beta emission to a short-lived 
daughter '"Ba (2.552 minute half-life). The 
0.662 MeV gamma ray that is emitted by the "%a is 
included with the 13'Cs source term4. The relevant 
decay chains are: 

%r -> p(0.546 MeV, max) + POY 
9oy -> /3 (2.282 MeV, max) + 9oZr (stable) 
"'Cs -> p (1.180 MeV, max) + '=Ba 

13h"Ba -> y (0.662 MeV, max) + "%a (stable). 

The slowing down of beta particles produces 
photons (bremsstrahlung) with energies up to the 
maximum beta-ray energy. For beta decay, there is 

C. Materials 

The volume-averaged density of a clean filter is 
estimated to be 67k25 mg/cm' with a fiberglass 
composition of Na: 0.096 wlo, Ca. 0.084 wlo, 
Si: 0.351 w/o, 0: 0.469 w/o. At the end of its useful 
life, a loaded filter can weigh up to twice as much as a 
clean one, giving a "dirt" load of less than 
67k25 mg/cm3 with an assumed composition of 
Si: 0.467 wlo, 0: 0.533 wlo. The actual density of the 
loaded filters can reduce significantly (- factor of 2) 
the escape probability of electrons from the filters. The 
change in density will not impact the validity of the 
calculational method, but it will introduce an associated 
uncertainty. 

D. Measurement 

Open-ended sleeves made of light materials such as 
plastic, wood, or aluminum can be used as 
thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) holders. The 
opening within a sleeve should accommodate a stack of 
TLD chips, with the exact number established by the 
calculations to ensure that the center three will see only 
gamma rays. The thickness of the sleeve should also be 
sufficient to ensure that beta particles cannot enter the 
TLDS. 

E. Calculational Efficiency 

Unlike photon detectors, which will respond to all 
of the filter bank positions, beta detectors respond 
primarily over a small solid angle of the source that 
subtends the detector and only for small material 
thicknesses between source and detector. The Monte 
Carlo electron calculations are optimized by 
preferentially sampling the direction of flight of source 
particles within a cone toward the detector and by 
preferentially sampling spatial source locations near the 
detector. 

Photons and electrons also produce each other in 
radiation transport processes. An electron interacts 
continuously, so the computer execution time of a 
photon problem may increase by a factor of 50 or more 
when electron transport is included, as stated in the 
MCNP code manual.' Therefore, various avenues to 
improve calculational efficiency were explored. 
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A careful study showed that cross-product 
(electrons producing photons and photons producing 
electrons) can be ignored in the transport without 
severely affecting the accuracy of results. The beta-ray 
dose rate is the sole potential indicator for Sr, while the 
gamma-ray dose rate is a reliable indicator for Cs. 
Because of half-life and energy considerations, the 
interference by other isotopes is insignificant for 
determining both Sr inventory and Cs inventory. 

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Three detector locations, 18 in. behind the center 
of each of three filter banks, were utilized in the base 
calculational study. To obtain reliable statistics, point 
detectors were used for the photon calculations, and 
finite cylindrical cell detectors were used for the 
electron calculations. Photon detectors could receive 
gamma rays from all three filter bank sources, but 
electron detectors only responded to adjacent filter 
banks. Therefore, the photon probability matrix is full, 
while the electron probability matrix has many zero 
entries. 

A. Photon Probability Function 

Since over 98 percent of the gamma rays come 
from the "'Cs/'37mga decay process, the probability 
distribution function of 13'Cs is used to represent 
gamma-ray energy discrete levels for photon runs. 
A unit source of 3.7 x loto disintegrations per second 
(1 Ci) is used to calculate dose rate at the three detector 
locations. A typical calculated Green's function matrix 
for the photons in dose rate per curie of source is as 
follows. 

(mremh I Ci) 

source 1 source2 source3 

Detector 1 67.34 

Detector 2 12.17 

Detector 3 3.17 

54.89 13.17 

67.87 55.40 

12.77 69.91 

The inverse of Equation (1) is used to obtain the photon 
sources as a function of the measured dose rates at the 
detectors. 

C, = 0.0173 * Dl - 0.0157 * DZ + 0.0092 * Dp (2) 
C, = -0.0029 * D, + 0.0199 * Dz - 0.0153 * 4. (3) 
C, = -0.0003 * Dl - 0.0029 * Dz + 0.0167 * D,. (4) 

B. Electron Probability Function 

Since over 90 percent of beta rays come from 9oy 
of the %r decay chain, the probability distribution 
function of 9oy is used to represent electron energy 
discrete levels for the beta calculations. A source 
strength of 3.7 x 10" disintegrations per second (1 Ci) 
was also used to calculate dose rate at three detector 
locations. The electron response was calculated in 
MeVIs deposited in the detector region, which could be 
converted into radslhr. 

(MeVIs I Ci) 
~~ 

source 1 source2 source3 

Detector 1 

Detector 2 

Detector 3 

1.44E+5 9.77E+4 0 

0 1.47 E+5 9.12 E+4 

0 0 1.49 E+5 

where G13, G2,, G31, and Gp are zero because electrons 
are completely attenuated while crossing a filter. This 
is in contrast to the photon case in which gamma rays 
can cross a filter and still contribute. Because of the 
appearance of severaS zeros in the matrix, the inversion 
is not needed. The solution for the electron sources, in 
curies, can be obtained for detector responses Di in 
units of radslhr by the following relationships. 

C, = D3 1 1.23 x 10'. 
C, = (Dz - 7.52 x lob * I 1.21 x 10'. 
Cl = (D1 - 8.06 x 106 * c;) / 1.19 x 10'. 

C. Conclusions 

The MCNF' d e  is used to treat both geometry and 
source rigorously.' The physics of the problem is well 
understood and considerable mathematical simplicity is 
obtained by neglecting photon production of electrons 
and electron production of photons. The application of 
Green's functions to quantify sou~ce strengths from 
measured detector responses has been demonstrated. 
Optimization of the random walks in the electron 
transport of the calculation was crucial in order to 
obtain results in reasonable computation times. Two- 
and threedimemionat plotting packages were u t i W  to 
verify the modelling. The enerw spectrum from the 
particle transport provided important information for 
reliable detector design. Further pursuit of the filter 
material densities will be a key to reducing the final 
uncertainty. This solution method for characterizing 
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radioactive sources should be applicable to any similar 
problem at Hanford and other U.S. Department of 
Energy sites. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of B Plant Exhaust System. 
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Figure 2. Calculational Model of the Filter Bank. 
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